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   General Overview
In the beginning of the 80�s electronics also entered the scene of making music. The very first electronic devices of making soundwaves and
strange audiowaves with electronical equipment came into the market and first descriptions of different kinds of wavegenerators got published in
various kinds of electronic magazins.  Some of them are here present as own contribution pages at the indexpage. I�d just mention here the very
first publication of the "Formant" in the magazin "elektor" and the few years later first time published concept of the polyphonic  Synthisizer
"POLYSYNTH" in the magazin "Elrad" just to name the basic entering to that topic here in Europe.

The first parts of equipment that entered the stage by using at the beginning analog electronic design came from companies like Moog and Roland.
Of course there have been some companies existing that made "electronic organs" but their concept was restricted in those days to analog design of
sinewave generators with transistors....  - the very new thing in the beginning of the 80�s was that now the technology presented very new sounds
to the ear by designing sawwave, rectangularwaves and trianglewaves too and very shortly after also a mix of "enveloping concepts" by modulating
a  sawwave or sinewave with rectangular or triangular modulation waves. That was the point where the so called "Synthisizers" started the adventure
of creating new sounds that have never been heard before....

Various new young musicians started creating very new sounds seeking for a new "band identity" hunting for new audiowaves to make the sound of
the band that unique, that it could not be copied by any other band..... Just to name a few of this famous musicians Kieth Emerson from Emerson,
Lake and Palmer, Alan Parson fron Alan Parson Project, and other Groups like Pink Floyd and YES - not to forget a lot of musicians from the taste of
Jazz like Herbie Hancock and of course Miles Davis. In the mid 80�s for the Apple II the 2 most well known concepts for making music with the
Apple II have been the DIY project from "ct" an electronic magazin with the description of the "ct Klangcomputer" ( in engl. "ct soundcomputer" ) and
the alpha syntauri. In fact while the "ct Klangcomputer" was a complete design with all related interface cards - the alpha syntauri was in fact a mix
from various sources: The organlike keyboard and its interface came from alpha syntauri, while the interfacecards for making the sound originated
from the company Mountain Computer and was sold as "Mountain Computer Music System". With both components together and an Apple II or
Apple IIe a musician was upfront of a complex synthisizer system which permited to generate nearly every kind of sound from the Apple II series of
computers.
The two persons upmost involved to the development of the alpha syntauri system have been Charlie Kellner and Ellen Lapham. In 1984 the
company shut off business. An interview with Ellen Lapham introducing the alpha syntauri and explaining the concept is viewable at the computer
chronicles - a video that can be viewed from the internet.

While the entire publication of the ct Klangcomputer is here availiable at another series of pages in the chapter of pages we�ll take a very closer
look to the entire system with the alpha syntauri and the Mountain Computer Music System with strong focus to the technical side and reverse
engineering of this entire system. The reason for this, is the fact that the documantation of the components is quite well for using the system, but if
things go wrong and one of the components needs repair or service due to it�s age the documentation turns out to be a desert in the technical side
bearing the lack of not containing any kind of technical information like circuitplans or pictures of vital parts of the components and desciption how
this part interact with eachother.....
This shall be solved here and the target is to provide the entire missing part of the manuals by reverse engineering the system that far that a
technician can check the system for correct function and in case of need carry out a service task or repair such a system and get it back to working
condition and finally also to provide a downloadable document containing the circuitplans and vital information about the system far beyond the
documentation provided in the ancient days with the manuals of that components.

And besides it�s also a target of this pages to present the components in working order and with pictures to teach several details about the system
and how it�s working.

So lets start here first with the alpha syntauri keyboard itself and some pictures of it in general and in detail.

Here is the entire System:

Here is the view to the system components inside of the Apple II:



Here is the view to the external Alpha Syntauri components only:

and here is the picture of the Interfacecard of the Alpha Syntauri ( which is located inside of the Apple II ) from componentside:



and here is the picture of the Interfacecard of the Alpha Syntauri ( which is located inside of the Apple II ) from solderingside:

and here is a ( unfortunatly bad ) picture of a later version of the  Interfacecard of the Alpha Syntauri ( which is located inside of the Apple II ) from
componentseide:

I am still searching for better pictures of this interface and more information on the card.
If a visitor of this page has such additional information please contact me at Applefritter.com.

After viewing the entire set of components lets get ahead to the next page with closer view to the Keyboard and the Footswitches as beeing the
"external" Components of the Alpha Syntauri System and examining its details......
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  details about the keyboard and the footswitches
Here we can inspect the later version of the keyboard. This later version has 61 keyswitches.
There has also been a earlier version sold with 48 keyswitches.

Lets startup with some pictures of the keyboard itself:

after removing the top plate you will see this:

a closer view to the right upper side will offer this view:

Before taking a closer view to the other internal parts of the keyboard lets just take a closeup view to the Footswitch pedal connectors, while being
extracted:



Then after refitting the top plate and turning the keyboard around to the bottomside, lets take a view after the bottom plate has been removed:

Next a closer view to the "giant PCB" that connects the keyswitches together - and we can drop the demand to examine the entire board -
because it�s along it�s entire length eveywhare the same basic principal. there for here only one section in closeup view:



This pisture displays that each keyawitch is related to one rectifier diode.
The next picture displays a closeup to the keyswitch itself with a closeup view from the rear:

and to get a better view to the important part of the keyswitch now a closeup view in detail from the front:



This picture shows in detail the manner the keyswitch is operating:
If the key is released the long steelwire from the PCB is right between the long steelwire bars above and below of the wire.
If the kay becomes pressed down the wire moves towards the upper steelbarwire and makes contact with that steelbar wire.
Be aware that this view is reverse view to normal postion. In normal postion the upper steelbar wire is the lower steelbar wire !

The mechanical creation of the keys ( better keyswitches ) in the alpha syntauri is quite comparable to the description of the DIY procedure of the
piano-keyboard of the FORMANT as explained in the magazine elektor. This is explained here in the publication of that device at page 2 of that
scanned pages. Allthough the pages are still in German language the drawings are quite clear and selfexplaining.
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  the Apple II interface card of the alpha syntauri
The interface of the alpha syntauri in the Apple II is rather simple due to the fact that it only passes over the information fron the internal decoder interface
inside of the keyboard. Up to the moment it seems that one part of the information is a parallel set of the 8 Databits. And it seems that
at the other hand some part of the information might be some kind of handshaking and probably some kind of Interrupt-handling.
Unfortunatly this part of the information is not complete because the alpha syntauri system i have purchased from ebay did not
have this interface card. The only information availiable at the moment yet, is taken from only 2 pictures that i have at the moment.

At the beginning just a important remark:
During the time of distribution of the alpha syntauri system, the system has changed several times with several revisions. The informations
provided here cover the most common more later ( but not last ) revision of the system I try to research also informations on later and earlier
revisions at the moment.
The moment such information gets accessable, i will add such informations to the currently blank page 6 of this series of pages.

Anyhow - lets proceed with the information availiable - at least at the moment - to the point, that might be claimed to be sure.

Here is the picture of the top of the interface:

and now the picture of the solderingside of that interface card:

The following picture displays the traces fron the soldering side which are safe identified:



and here the part of the component side of the interface card that is also detected for sure as red layer:

 and here is a picture of the current circuitplan with the information availiable up to this moment...:



 and here is the pinout of the cable from this Apple II interfacecard to the alpha syntauri keyboard:



there is also another kind of interface that was distributed along with the alpha syntauri system,
but the picture of that card is unfortunatly that bad,
that there is not the slightest chance to reverse engineer it by that picture
( even more because also a picture of the rearside / soldering side
of that card is missing/ not availiable ):
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  the Apple II interface card of the alpha syntauri - later version
The interface of the alpha syntauri in the Apple II is rather simple due to the fact that it only passes over the information from the internal decoder interface
 inside of the keyboard. Up to the moment it seems that one part of the information is a parallel set of the 8 Databits. And it seems that at the other hand
some part of the information might be some kind of handshaking and probably some kind of Interrupt-handling.
Unfortunatly this part of the information is not complete because the alpha syntauri system i have purchased from ebay did not
have this interface card. The only information availiable, was taken from only 2 pictures that i had in former days.

At the beginning just a important remark:
During the time of distribution of the alpha syntauri system, the system has changed several times with several revisions. The information
provided here cover the most common more later ( but not last ) revision of the system I try to research also information on later and earlier
revisions at the moment.
The moment such information gets accessable, i will add such informations to the currently blank pages of this series of pages.
Like with most topics i�ve recognized endurance to be one of the most powerfull skills......
The above displayed bad picture of a damaged interface card was for more than 4 years the only info i had on the kind of interface.

Now finally after that period of time i recieved last month a message at applefritter asking if I�m the author of this site and offering me
information and support for examination of the final bit of unrevealed stuff at this topic and finally enable me to uncover the last mystery
of this system. My special thanks adress to Mr. Charles Hobbs, who passed over the "missing link" by making dozends of pictures and
answering a big bunch of questions about details of this Interface card.

The pictures below have been made by Mr. Hobbs and display a working version of this interface card with the small misfit that pin1 at the
Connector K1 is broken and is to be repaired. I just enhanced the pictures a bit by correcting perspective and lighting. The left picture displays
the component side while the right picture displays the same card at the soldering side.

Component side soldering side

Unfortunatly after removal of the Chips it turned out that most sockets didn�t permit very well examination of the traces below of the sockets and that would have required a large amount
of testing measurements to detect the correct connections.
I was therefor very happy that Mr. Hobbs decided to desolder the sockets and send me a second set of pictures of the card with extracted sockets.
This permitted me to recreate the entire shematic ( electronic circuit plan ) of this interface card. I also added this information to the documentation
PDF-file at the end of this section so that in future everybody me be enabled to carry out repairs at the system and at this card.

card with extracted chips but remaining sockets card with desoldered sockets

For identification of several components and details Mr. Hobbs has taken several more pictures that offered more details of the card.

After i had the pictures i started working with Photoshop and converted colors to alter the pictures that way that at the end from both sides a kind of clean
negativ film resulted for each side of the interface card and i used the blue color for traces at the component side of the interface card and red for the soldering side of the card.



traces at the component side traces at the soldering side

Mounting both layers together gave me a very clear impression of all the connections at the interface and enabled me to recreate the entire schematic.
The picture at the right side just displays the location of the components.

Resulting from this work now finally the picture below displays the complete schematic and the values of the used components like given at the original interfacecard.

In ext part of this page are the function diagrams of the used chips and i sorted them in the same order they are placed at the interface card an i explain
below the chips that are used at this card and the function they perform there at this card. While this order is given by the location on the card it does
not order the the chips by their given order in the explaination.

Explaining the operation of the card :
We will start with the 74LS138 at the bottom row and left side
and next then the 74LS368 in the bottom row at the center, followed
by the 74LS374 in the top row at the center and
then the 74LS273 in the top row at the right and
finally from the top row at the left the  74LS244
followed at the end by the 74LS74 in the bottom row at the right side.



It�s therefor recommended to read the explaination of the chips in the box
below of the chip in the order given by this previous listing !

74LS244 - a bus transciever
This controller controls 8 Bits of  either data bus

or adressing bus.

In this card the chip controls a data bus  consisting of 8

bits and  that bits are displayed

either at the connectionplug to or from the keyboard

or at the 74LS374

or the 74LS273

and at the 74LS368.

The "activation" of this chip is controlled by O6 output

( pin 9 ) of the 74LS138 which is selected by specific

softwareadress at the appleslot.

At this card you may view the Databus consisting of the

8 Databits as a highway with 2 lanes:

1st  lane is from Appleslot to the 74LS244 and the along

the 74LS273 to the rearplug connector K2

and the

2nd lane is rather direct from rearplug connector K2

along the 74LS374 towards the appleslot.

The control lines are 1G and 2G.

The 1G line controls the 4 bits from 1A1 to 1A4

and 2G line controls the 4 bits from 2A1 to 2A4.

If the contol-lines recieve a digital "low" signal

then the input signals from 1A1 to 1A4 are

transmitted to the output lines 1Y1 to 1Y4

and the input signals from 2A1 to 2A4 are transmitted

to the output lines 2Y1 to 2A4.

If the control-lines 1G and 2G are at digital "high" level 

then the transmission between the input-lines and the

output lines at this chip are locked up and disabled.

74LS374 - Octal D-Type Flip-Flop with 3-State Output

At this card you may view the Databus consisting of the

8 Databits as a highway with 2 lanes:

1st  lane is from Appleslot to the 74LS244 and the along

the 74LS273 to the rearplug connector K2

and the

2nd lane is rather direct from rearplug connector K2

along the 74LS374 towards the appleslot.

The SN74LS373 consists of eight latches with 3-state outputs for
bus organized system applications. The flip-flops appear
transparent to the data (data changes asynchronously) when
Latch Enable (LE) is HIGH.

When LE is LOW, the data that meets the setup times is
latched. Data appears on the bus when the Output Enable (OE) is
LOW. When OE is HIGH the bus output is in the high impedance
state.

The SN74LS374 is a high-speed, low-power Octal D-type
Flip-Flop featuring separate D-type inputs for each flip-flop and
3-state outputs for bus oriented applications. A buffered Clock
(CP) and Output Enable (OE) is common to all flip-flops.

The SN74LS374 is manufactured using advanced Low Power
Schottky technology .

• Eight Latches in a Single Package
• 3-State Outputs for Bus Interfacing
• Hysteresis on Latch Enable
• Edge-Triggered D-Type Inputs
• Buffered Positive Edge-Triggered Clock
• Hysteresis on Clock Input to Improve Noise Margin
• Input Clamp Diodes Limit High Speed Termination Effects

74LS273 - a bus latch cotroller

All Databit lines of this chip have connection to the
rearplug connector ( pins 3 to 10 ) and may be assumed to
be treated as real Dataport from / to keyboard and the
Applebus at the slot.

This databits are that portion of information that will be
interpreted as information of the pressed key at the
dataport
- opposite to that portion of databits that might be
interpreted
as commands between keyboard and interfacecard and
appleslot that explain the devices, how to use the
dataport
databits ( like keep a tone for a duration of time stored in
a
chip for echo effect ..... ). This chip may keep databits
taken
from the dataport dependent to the status of the clock-pin
or
the clear-pin in temporary storage and display that stored
values for a period of time - until databit content is
deleted by
pulse at the clear-pin  !

This function of storing databits is partially also served
by the  74LS74 RS-FlopFlop.
That gate stores a value of the command in it's FlipFlop
that portion of time - till it get's reseted by a command-bit
from the appleslot -
to be precise : from the reset-pin
or the IRQ-pin ( interrupt request ) of the appleslot
or by adressing selection from the 74LS138.



74LS138 - a multiplexer chip used as  3 Bit
- decoder
First a short explaination of the chipfunction:

Depending from the Gates E1 to E3 this chip decodes

the condition at the gates A0 to A2 and switches one

of the lines from O0 to O7 down to digital "low" status.

The control input E1 is connected to the pin 21 of the

connector K1 / K2 at the top of the card and that gets

it�s signal from the keyboard - in other words this line

acts like a "hey i�m here present" - signal from the

keyboard, if it gets digital "high" signal.

The control input E2 gets it�s signal from the Apple II

slot from pin 41 = Device select and that signal only

gets a digital "high" signal from the Apple - if the

current IO-adressingrange is selected from the

software indicating, that the software wants to talk

with the card.

The 3rd control line E3 is just tied to the 5 Volt rail

and therefor permanent in digital "high" status and

permanent active.

In other words: the chip only decodes the status of

the A0 to A2 ( or if you prefer : the current selected

adress within the valid adressing range of the

card ) if the card is selected by the Device-select

signal of the Apple II slot and at the same time gets

the "hey, i�m here present" signal from the pin 21 at

the keyboard connector.

In that case it looks up at the A0 to A2 and decodes

the 3 lowest bits of a byte and switches one of the 8

Output ports O0 to O7 to digital "low"-signal and

thereby activates one of the 3 Bus control chips

in the top row :

either the 74LS244 or the 74LS374 or the 74LS273.

In case of operation of the 74LS138 the so called

truth-table below indicates the results of the

decoding process:

Recognize that only 4 adresses from the
8 possible adresses are valid at this card
due to the fact that only O3 to O6 are wired
to the chips on the card and only the O3 to

74LS368 - a bus transciever chip with
inverting output of 6 bits.

Due to the fact that at this chip the input-pins

4, 6, 10 and 12 are tied up to 5 Volt ( "High" -signal )

their output lines are also fixed to a defined level.

Pin 14 is in general also tied up to High-level by the 10 k

resistor

and only drops to low- signal if it is pulled down by

the pin 4 of the testing plug K3 ( that 6-pin block ).

So in fact only the value at pin 2 and pin 3 are variable.

This results to only 2 different possible status values

that may become presented to the other chips and

may be understood as a kind of switching between

2 different commands  that trigger the other chips.

This commands are triggered by the 2 control-lines

1G ( pin 1 ) and 2G (pin 15 ). In fact pin 15 is tied

to "low"-level ( the GND-line) .

So in fact it's only the signal from pin 12 of the 74LS138

that triggers both ( 74LS368 and 74LS74 ) at the same

time - if the software passes a specific adress to the

74LS138 from the appleslot.

It�s function is also dependent in conjunction with the

RS-FlipFlop in the 74LS74.

Due to this fact the databits at this chip must be

valued not as regular data but instead as a kind of

"command-bits" that control the communication of

the interface and thereby the communication between

applebus and the keyboard.

74LS74 - a chip with 2 RS flip flops that may store 1 bit for
a temporary short period

In this schematic you may value the CP-line ( pin 3 ) as the

line

that is used like an input control.

It get's the instruction from pin 12 of the 74LS138 by the

adressing

set at the 3 input lines of the 74LS138 given from the

appleslot and the software and only at one specific

adress the pin 12 of the 74LS138 is triggered.

The output of the 74LS74 is the Q-pin ( pin 5 ) - that

passes

the pin 1 of the 74LS368 and then is presented to the rest

of

the other chips > from pin 3 of the 74LS368.



O6 wire that is active "low" is really selected
!

The relevant adresses are:
Cn00 + 3 ( activates the 74LS368
                 and the 74LS74 )
Cn00 + 4 ( activates the 74LS273 )
Cn00 + 5 ( activates the 74LS374 ) and
Cn00 + 6 ( activates the 74LS244 ).
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     at this page we will examine the front card of the
      Mountain Computer Music System
In very early versions of the alpha syntauri - the system was distributed with the ALF MC1 card.
That card is treated in a later page of this series.

The purpose of the Mountain Computer Music System in relation / interaction with the alpha syntauri is the generation of the soundwaves.
It�s the system to perform the translation from pressed keys at the keyboard to output of sound to an external Amplifioer and from there to
the speakers. And besides of the software of the alpha syntauri, that in fact just stores the keypresses at the keyboard and the setup of
sounds at the Mountain Computer Music System.

The Mountain Computer Music System itself consists of two cards: the front card which might be called the system interface that performes
interaction between the computer and the software while the alternating card introduces in the later page might be called the "Generation card",
that performs the real sound output and that also handles the communication with the lightpen and it�s interaction with the software.

Allthough in this picture both cards are connected with a hard linking connector system - some older systems ( like the one i have ) are linked
together with a flexible system. That flexible system is very vulnerable. Therefor i decided to not only detect the traces below the IC-sockets,
but instead to desolder / strip off the entire card and when performing the repopulation to replace the connectior between this cards with
goldplated long pin pluging system.

Here is the view to the rear soldering side of the front card ( here with a "hard connector linking system ):

 Here is the view to the populated side of this front card:

Here is the view to the ( nearly entirely ) desoldered card displaying the traces below of the sockets:



After reproducing a drawing and transfer of the traces to that draw�ngs ( blue side represents soldering side and red side represents
componentsisde ) the resulting combination of both layers ( solderingside and component side ) to this map with both layers:

and here in the drawing that displays the used components and the used values ( red = circuits, blue = capacitors, light brown = resistors,
yellow = diode ):

So now after 3 days of work this part of the task is completed and the circuitplan is completed:
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 at this page we will examine the back card of the
   Mountain Computer Music System, I/O card

 In this part i�ll show the details about the second rear card of the system.The cables to the external devices are connected to this card.
 The most simple part of the external devices is the lightpen. In fact it�s just a simple phototransistor that detects light and then it switches
 the power just like any normal switching transistor. The only difference is that instead of a voltage to the baseconnector in this transiostor
 has a lens at the base and the light causes the transistor to switch through. The Transistor is a MRD370. The pen is visible in the picture
 below of the card.

 The other 2 cables are ending at chich connectors which are common within audio systems. Both cables together act as stereo output -
 one cable contains signals for right channel and the other contains the signals of the left channel. The output level is equal to standard
 audiosystems and equals to 0,7 Volt which is normalelly feeded to line inputs at the amplifier.So the part of the electronis on the card in
 position front ( left side ) of the holes where the cablebinders are located bear the analog electronic part of the board. The other part of
 the card contains 2 function blocks: The part that sychronizes the lightpen with the video output - it muist detect exactly the millisecond
 where the pixels are generated in the picture that  display that area which shall be selected by the user. In that very moment the pixels
 get displayed the transistor passes over a switching pulse to the card and the card must pass over that detected signal to the software
 for the further handling and switch to the selected menuitem.

 The other part of the electronic at the card the pulses setup by the soundconfiguration is prepared before it�s handed over to the audiopart.
 This primary audiopart determines such things like frequency, pulseduration and other parameters that have been selected by the software
 and passed over to the other frontcard. The connector on the top of the card passes over that data to this card.

  So in a very unique way you may call the first card ( front card ) to be the part for handling software and memory storing the parameters and
 menuoptions and at this second card ( rear card ) there is a kind IO handling and a kind of synthisizergeneration for waveforms.

 here is the view to the populated side of the second ( rear ) card:

and here is the view to the soldering side of this second ( rear ) card:

and here is the view to the "external" connection parts of this card : the light pen and the 2 audio-output- connectors.



so next here a view inside of the lightpen - it only contains a lightsensitive switching transistor :

Here is the componentlayout of the card:

 And here is a view to the solderside after it has been converted to be blue layer for later analysis of the card:

So now here is the red layer from componentside:



 and here is the combination of both layers together:

So finally here is now also the circuitplan of the second card of the Mountain Computer Music System :

As explained in the previous page the connection between both cards in my system was not reliable.
Therefor i replaced the connection in my system with goldplated extended pinconnectors.
The following pictures show this replacing solution. In the first picture i have placed both cards apart from
each other to mahe the connection visible. In the second and third picture the cards are both plugged together
and set in their default slots.
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    details and circuitplan of the piano-keyboard part
     of the alpha syntauri
During the distribution of the alpha syntauri system there have been 2 different pianokeyboards common to sales:
a version with 48 keyswitches was distributer with the early systems,
while later systems have been distributed with a 61 keyswich pianokeyboard.
Another difference was that the later version was able to recognize velocity, while the early version didn�t do that.

This page displays the later common version with 61 keyswitches.

 In the earlier pages the keyboard has been displayed in general. In this part we�ll take a closer view to the details of the piano-keyboard part
 of the alpha syntauri before the signals from the keyboard enter the decoder PCB inside of the keyboard case.

 The keyboard has 61 keyswitches. To enable the user to assign each single key of the keyboard to it�s correct part in the circuitplan
 i have numbered the keys in the picture below. According also to this picture and the circuitplan you may recognize the "grouping"
 of each 8 keyswitches in a keyblock. This is also due to the "grouping" inside of the keyboard where 8 keys are collected to one
 group by the related "upper connector bar" and "lower connector bar". This will be explained later in other pictures.

 Here is the picture with the numbering of the keyswitches and it�s related "piano keys":

 and here is the related circuitplan:

to recognize the details of the keyswitches here some more pictures of that section:



 and here the second picture from another viewpoint:

 and here is the pinout of the cable between the Apple II interfacecard and the keyboard:
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The early beginning with the ALF card
At the beginning the alpha syntauri was distributed with the ALF MC01 card. This was due to the fact that the card was rather cheap
and it was rather cheap attempt of experiments to get a system with the pianokeyboard up and running. In later more common distribution
the company decided to use the system with the cards from tha Mountain Computer Music System. Allthough that two cards have been
in those days much more expensive the crew at syntauri decided to use that system, because it had not only better performance at
sound output, but also the ability to use a lightpen as input device.

 Here the component layout:

Here the picture of the solderside as layer:

And here the view to the componentside as layer:



'Here again the combination of both layers:

and here is the schematic:
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     making of a replacement for the missing IFcard
      of the alpha syntauri Keyboard
In the upper part of the page there is the description of making a "prototype looking card"
while in the lower part of the page there is the description and the needed files
for ordering a professional like looking replacement of the Interfacecard.

First of all after i have recieved all parts of the alpha syntauri system with the Mountain Computer Music System except of the missing
alpha syntauri Apple II Interfacecard i decided to speed up things by making "on the fly" a "prototype like" interfacecard. the target is to
get very fast a working setup, that permits me to check all components and the availiable software for correct basic functions. While
entering data in the CAD system and getting the files required for ordering a replacement PCB with professional look i have the chance
to get proof if anything is missing and that the circuitplan made for the Interfacecard turns out to be correct and gets verified. Besides
i may recognize if the files i have picked from the archives in the internet for the system are working correct or if i have to continue
hunting for somethiong that still is missing.

At the stage this picture has been made i only have mede the connections for the powersuppplylines. I keep the layout of the
card same as the original.

That�s the rear soldering side of the card at this point:

At this stage i have have made the card up to the point that i was able to detect from traces recognized from the picture of the soldering side
and that parts that i was able to detect from the picture of the component side adding only very few parts that i have been able to assume by
logic conclusion and knowledge of the internal functions of the used chips. But there are still important parts ( related to the R/W line and the
timing and the handling of the DevSel connecttion to the Apple II. This lines have been fixed after soldering with 2 component glue to protect
the soldered wires from tear off or damage.

In the mean time i have recieved the upmost missing picture from the USA that displays the unpopulated ( in this case even just desoldered )
card and therfor i was able to detect the missing connections below of the circuits. So first of all i immediatlly started entering the data in the
CAD system and then started with the missing part of the interfacecard.

So here now is the picture of the componentside of that "prototype like" interfacecard. It�s now finished and ready for testing. There is one big
difference to the circuitplan: The Adressinglines from A4 to A7 are only connected to the empty sockets and therefor they are NOT used
with the communication between Apple II and the alpha syntauri keyboard. Therefor i have left them away in this version. At the replacement
interfacecard designed with the CAD system they are of course integrated and connected to the empty sockets - it permits to take signals from
that sockets for measurement purposes. So at the card in the now following section that traces are connected exactly like at the original interface card -
only the layout of the traces changed due to the fact that the CAD-programm carried out a job of rerouting that traces.



Here is the picture of the componentside of the prototypecard:

Here is the picture of the solderingside of the prototypecard:

At this point i must state, that for the final documentation i am still searching for pictures of the second version of the interface card
that was sold later by alpha syntauri. That version did not have a DB25 connector on the interface card but instead Pinrows on top
of the card. See at the bottom of the first page the very last picture. It�s only thing i found about that card. That card was also sold
with the ALF card instread of the Mountain Computer Music System. So if anybody has pictures , information, manuals, software
of that second version please contact me at Applefritter.com . You may contact me there with my nickname "speedyG".

After finally getting the missing pictures of the Interfacecard which have displayed the traces below the circuits,
it was passible to generate the productiondata that enables the user to get a chance of ordering a professional
looking replacement interfacecard  from any  PCB-manufacturer.
This alternate interfacecard is deffent from the original interfacecard by several marks:
I dropped of the empty sockets without use
i flipped the layout due to the fact that at original card the DB25plug connector was heading to the front of the Apple and
therefor the thick cable to the alpha syntauri needed to twist around to the rear outlets of the computer - in my design
the DB25-connector is set a bit forward bit flipped around - permitting the DB25plg to be connected within the Apple II and
the cable running staight back outside of the Apple II without inside twisting.

The following pictures display a new rerouted interfacecard.

here is the circuitplan of this alternate interfacecard:



and here now is the view to the combination of both layers:

Here is now the solderingside of the new alternate alpha syntauri interfacecard:



and here is now the view to the unpopulated componentside of the alternate alpha syntauri interface card:

finally the view to the population of the card:

and finally here is the completed and populated interfacecard of the alpha syntauri:



 and for those with incomplete system and missing interface is the link to the file that contains the so called "Gerber-files" used for
production of the replacement interfacecard and mailed to the PCB manufacturer:

ASalternateGerber.rar

Please recognize :
the measurement unit used in this files is Millimeters / Centimeters
and not inches !
Please inform manufacturer on this important fact !
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      Downloadpage of aAlpha Syntauri and
       Mountain Computer Music System
Please note: Diskimages are to be used with ADT. That program permits user to keep this images at MAC or PC and transmit
                          images by serial cable to Apple with Super Serial Card and generate at local Floppydrive on Apple the desired
                          Disks in 5,25 "format ( single sided, double density = 35 Tracks = 140 kB ) . The letters ADT contain link to related pages.

Please first read carefully ADT instructions related to your availiable hardware !

Downloadable File: REMARKS: Typ: Filename / Link:
The Alpha Syntauri System:

General Program for use with alpha syntauri
( system setup )

ALPHAPLUS.dsk

Examples of different instrumental setup�s EXAMPLES.dsk

several recorded sound for demonstration purpose DEMOSNOTES.dsk

Advanced Soundediting Program SUPERPLUS.dsk

Special Handling of Soundgeneration and Waveform
editing

PTWAVEFORMS.dsk

Multichannel Soundeditor METATRAK.dsk

Multichannel Configurationfiles METAFILES.dsk

Only for use with later alpha syntaurisystem
with ALF Soundcard
NOT FOR USE with Mountain Computer Music System !

SYNTAURI3.dsk

Manuals and REFs
Synth Lab - User Manual synthlab_usersmanual.pdf

Syntauri Metatrak - User Manual Syntauri METATRAK - User's Manual.pdf

Syntauri Metatrak - Quick Ref syntauri-metatrak-quickref.pdf

Syntauri Sounds Trio syntauri-sounds-trio.pdf

Alpha Plus - Manual Only for use with later alpha
syntaurisystem
with ALF Soundcard
NOT FOR USE with
Mountain Computer Music
System !

syntauri-alphaplus.pdf

Alpha Plus - Quick Ref Only for use with later alpha
syntaurisystem
with ALF Soundcard
NOT FOR USE with
Mountain Computer Music
System !

syntauri_alphaplus_quick_reference_chart.pdf

Circuit Schematics
Circuitplan from Alpha Syntauri Interfacecard ( old version with DB25 )

 low Res pictures as .jpg
AS_InterfacecardFinalReleaseAllDetectedCircuitplan.jpg

Circuitplan from Alpha Syntauri Interfacecard     Hires .PDF File circuitplan new final.pdf

 Circuitplan from Alpha Syntauri Keyboard    low Res pictures as .jpg ASkeyboardSwitchPCBcircuitplan.jpg
 Circuitplan from Alpha Syntauri Keyboard    Hires .PDF File Circuitplan ASinternPianokeyswitches.pdf

Circuitplan from Alpha Syntauri internal Decoder     low Res pictures as .jpg ASinternKeyboardDecoderCircuitplan.jpg

Circuitplan from Alpha Syntauri internal Decoder     Hires .PDF File Circuitplan ASinternDecoder.pdf

TECH Documents of the alpha syntauri system
including datasheets and schematics

AS_TECH_DOCS.PDF

Mountain Computer Music System:

Startup Disk with Baseprograms: Player, Editor,Merger MusicSystemDisk1SideA.dsk

Sample Songs MusicSystemDisk1SideB.dsk

Instrument Definer, Player MusicSystem Disk2SideA.dsk

Instrument collection MusicSystemDisk2Sid B.dsk

Mountain Computer Music System
Operation Manual ( 81 MB )

MountainComputerMusicSystem
OperatingManual.pdf

Mountain Computer Music System
 Frontcard circuit schematics

low Res picture as . jpg file CircuitplanFrontcardCard1.jpg

Mountain Computer Music System
 Frontcard circuit schematics

Hires PDF-File MCMS Card1.pdf

Mountain Computer Music System
 Rearcard circuit schematics

low Res picture as .jpg file MCMScard2Circuitplan.jpg

Mountain Computer Music System
 Frontcard circuit schematics

Hires PDF-File MCMS Circuitplan Card 2.pdf

AM6080 chip datasheet AM6080 datasheet.pdf

NE5008 chip datasheet NE5008 datasheet.pdf

LF351/LF353 Datasheet LF353 datasheet.pdf
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  a review of the alpha syntauri system and a brief listing of softwareimages used
  at the Apple II and IIGS displaying the used sound/recording sources for search of
  diskimages and the related cards
Thankfully to Tom Arnold ( from whom i recieved the missing pictures, i was hunting for - from the alpha syntauri interface card ) , a contact i recieved from
Mark Glinsky ( a musician that also owned a alpha syntauri system and who also supported me by hunting missing pictures of the alpha syntauri system  )
i recieved the scans from an ancient magazin that contains a testing review of the alpha syntauri system:



And while hunting for the information related to the alpha syntauri system and designing a multifuncional sound and speech card
i collected various diskimages from the internet and created a table that displays which kind off software image will request which
kind of hardware. So this table might become valuable to those who have a piece of MIDI- or Soundcard for the Apple II series
( including the software that supports the IIGS internal soundchip ) and who are searching for software that will support that hardware:



in a few weeks this list will be extended with a bunch of other software listed ....
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   The story about the Apple Seed Clone Cards
    of the Mountain Computer Music System
Several weeks ago i recieved an email from a friend with attached pictures of bare PCB�s. After short examination it turned out to be a set of 2 clone PCB�s
of the Mountain Computer Music system manufactured by Apple Seed - a group of enthusiasts that reverse engineered in former days a lot of common
interface cards and located in Ontario in Canada. They had even in that days a catalog of that clone cards with the listings of the components for assembly of
that cards.

I really got excited when i faced that pictures because the y permitted me to also view several traces that have formerly not been detected that well below of
the circuit sockets and some of the components. Because my friend asked me for assistance by assembly of the cards i was glad to accept and offer him my
time for the assembly.

After the bare PCB�s arrived in my place i immediatly first scanned the PCB�s front and reaar side with high resolution for archieving purpose.
Here are the scans:

Digital Card Component side:

Digital Card Solderside:

Analog Card Component side:

and the Analog Card soldering side:



After that i started inspecting my dungeaons of components to detect the parts still missing for the assembly. In general most of the parts are still rather
common LS logic and standard components but some parts turned out to be really obsolete and rather more difficult to purchase.
Among the obsolete parts are: 2x NE5008 compression/decompresion chip ( still availiable ),  1 x DM813 bus transciever (rather more difficult to find ), 1x
AM6080 AD conversion chip ( you must pay attention about faked IC�s ), 3x P2111A static RAM  ( also rather difficult to get )  and most difficult to find the
phototransistor MRD370 ( this really turned out to be the most difficult hunt ).

After finally i had recieved my purchases from across the world ( AM6080 from Hong Kong ) DM8131 and P2111A from Recyclers in USA and the MRD370 as
new unused sparepart from Spain i started with the task of the assembly.

First of all i started to make a clone of the lightpen. Here is a sketch of the assembly:

I used a empty case of a permanent marker, soldered the phototransistor to the thin cable and covered the pins with shrinking hose and then
i put the cable through the rear stomp of that permanent marker an fixed that cabel also with shrinking hose that way that enough cable was
remaining in the case of the permanent marker so in case of malfunction the phototransistor could be pulled of towards the front of the tip and
some of the cable still there long enough for desoldering the transistor and replacing the device and pushing it back to the tip of that case and
fix again with shrinking hose to the case. In front of the lense of the transistor is a tiny aluminium tube to focus the lens. and the transistor is
fixed in place with small drop od superglue.

Next i populated the digital Interface card of the MCMS system:

and next i assembled the analog card of the MCMS system:



Like i explained in previous pages the connection used at the original cards of the MCMS system are of flexible foil cable and though being
more flexible the weakness of the material by time ageing leads to non-reliable contact. Therefor i prefer and use instead hard long goldplated pins.
The disadvantege is that this connection is less felxible and need quite rough bending to fit to the different hights of that both cards.<
The next picture explains that fact of the different heights, which is at the clone cards even more extended than at the original cards:

Here is a view to the soldering side of the analog card after attaching and fixing the cables with cablebinder:



Important Hint:
The Apple Seed PCB�s have some severe mistakes that you must bear in mind while performing the assembly:
At the digital card  two contact through holes are missing and that traces from topside must be contacted with the traces at the
solder side by drilling and soldering at both sides see marks below.
And at some points the holes are rather dangerous to neighbor contacts. That spots also have been marked.

And also at the Analog board there is a drilling hole missing and must be added and the component must be soldered at both sides
to ensure contact to both sides:
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As the computer industry grows and matures, developers are under increasing pressure to
continually create more complex and more sophisticated applications. At Apple Computer, we try
to minimize this burdel). on developers by providing them with a wealth of as routines called
SystemTools. Over the years, these Tools have grown and become very complex and sometimes
unmanageable. For example, creating a new system Tool with a few vague notes written down by
the engineer is no longer considered adequate support. We realize that you, as developers for the
Apple GS, need additional support in dealing with the continually increasing complexity of your
applications.

synthLAB is a support application for developers who are creating programs using MIDI
Synth (systemToo103S). And like MIDISynth, it has three basic parts to it: a synthesizer, a sequencer
and a MIDI driver. With synthLAB, you can create the instruments you'll need for your application,
either by modifying existing ones, or by creating totally new and original ones. With the synthLAB
sequencer, you can record your custom sequences used in your application. You can take
advantage of MIDI Synth's multi-timbral feature by experimenting with different instrument
combinations· until you get the sound that you want. You no longer have to "hand-code"
instruments and sequences into your source code without the benefit ofhearing exactly what your
creating. Using a tool like synthLAB, creating sound in your application should be easier and the
result will certainly be more interesting to your users.

Since synthLAB itself is built around MIDI Synth, it makes for a great learning tool in
understanding how MIDI Synth works. Most ofsynthLAB's parameters directlycorrespond to MIDI
Synth parameters.If you're not quite sure how a certain parameter affects MIDI Synth, with
synthLAB you can go and actually try it, playing with different values until it becomes clear. You
can also learn and develop the techniques needed in creating your own quality instruments by
examining and manipulating the existing instruments providedwith synthLAB. Making interesting
instruments is an art, and the best way to learn this is by actually trying it yourself. So, synthLAB
is also a powerful educational tool for developers.

And finally, ifyou have any musical inclinations, take a break and have some fun. Connect
a MIDI keyboard and record your favorite music, experiment with different arrangements of
instruments. You'll surprise yourself on how creative you can be, given the right tools to express
yourself. Unlike any other personal computer, your GS is a powerful music synthesizer.

synthLAB Quick-Start

After booting the synthLAB Program disk, double-click on the "synthLAB" icon to launch
the program. Once loaded, you'll get the "player keyboard" title screen. If you don't hear any
output sound or if you get an error message, see the topic "Getting Starting" later in this section.
When you're through listening to the demo, press either the GS keyboard "return" key or click on
the arrow button on the bottom right of the screen to exit. The screen now shows the Sequencer
Page, with deck control buttons to the left and eight sets of track controls on the right of the screen.
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If you want, you can load and play some of the sample sequences and instruments on the
Sequences and Instruments disk. Pull down the File menu button and select the "Load Sequence..."
item. Remove the synthLAB Program disk and insert the Sequences and Instruments disk. Click on
the Drive button to list the sequences found on this disk. After double-clicking on your selection,
the file dialog boxgoes awayand synthLAB will load in the selectedsequence with the appropriate
instruments. When the arrow cursor returns, you're ready to playthe sequence. You can either click
on the deck Play button, or if you want to see the actual notes being played, select the "About
synthLAB..." item from the "s' menu button. Either way will play the sequence for you.

To get the full effect from synthLAB, try using a stereo interface
card with the output going to an external amplifier/speaker
system. You'll miss quite a lot if you only play synthLAB in
"mono" through the low-quality internal speaker.

How to use this manual

This manual is a general reference guide for starting and navigating around synthLAB. By
itself, it certainly is not complete, especially if you're going to create your own instruments.
synthLAB's primary goal is to support and encourage developers working with MIDI Synth.
Although in some ways it could be used as such, synthLAB is not a consumer product. The system
architecture and many of the parameters and functions which synthLAB controls are described in
the "MIDI Synth External ERSil and are not duplicated here. The "ERS" is very technically oriented,
written primarily for programmers and developers. It is intended that you use this manual,
synthLAB and the "ERS" together, referencing various sections in each until you get solid
understanding of how things work. It is important that you read the "ERSil, since this information
is not covered here.

..........~+o- ..... MIDI Ports
Audio _-+-I~~~
Output 0 ~ ~

Finally, there are some
termsused in this manual thatmight
cause some confusion. The term
keyboard will always refer to an
external MIDI keyboard (the musi
cal kind). The keyboard that's part
of your GS computer system that
you type with, will be called the GS
keyboard. Also, new names are
given to some of the hardware
ports on your GS. Since MIDI
devices are connected to either the

This manual and the "ERS" assumes that you have a good understanding of how MIDI
works. Explaining and describing all the many aspects ofMIDI is beyond the scope ofthis manual.
There are many excellent books written about MIDI, which are available at your local music dealer

~o~~u need additional informa- ~
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Modem or Printer ports on the back of the GS, either one will be refered to as a MIDI port. The
headphone jack, which usually goes ~o some sort ofexternal amplifier (ifyou're the least bit serious
about sound quality), is called the audio outputport. If you're using a stereo interface card, then
the audio output port is the stereo output connector on the card.

Getting Started

As usual, the first thing you should do is make a back-up copy of the synthLAB disk, then
store the original awaysomewhere safe. Ifyou're using a hard disk, just copy the "synthLAB" folder
over to your hard disk.

Next, copy "TooI035" (MIDI Synth) over to your "Tools" folder, which is found inside your
boot "System" folder. If your boot disk is already full and you don't have any more room available
then leave MIDI Synth in the same folder with synthLAB. When it initially runs, synthLAB tries to
load MIDI Synth from the system "Tools" folder. If it can't find it there, it then looks for it in its own
folder. If you have a hard disk, this should not be a problem.

Ifyou plan on using MIDI along with synthLAB, you'll need to install MIDI into your system
with the new MIDI CDEV. Simply move the file from the synthLAB disk called "MIDI" overto the
"CDev" folder on your boot disk (found inside the "System" folder). Before running synthLAB, run
the Control Panel NDA from the Apple menu. Select the CDEV called "MIDI" and enter the correct
information which describes your MIDI setup (see Appendix B). Return back to the Finder and
launch synthLAB.

After synthLAB has loaded, you should hear music playing at the title screen. If synthLAB
encountered an error while trying to start, you'll get an error message telling you what is wrong.

You'll get an error ifAppleTalk is active. Due to the wayinterrupts work on the GS, you can't
run MIDI and AppleTalk together (AppleTalk also eats up CPU time, which would degrade our
performance). Go to the Control Panel and de-select AppleTalk. Reset, re-boot and try again.

Try to avoid using Inits and DA's which install themselves in the background (menu clocks,
screen savers, etc.). Remember, nothing comes for free. These background programs continually
steal valuable CPU time, making applications run slower. For 'real-time' programs like synthLAB,
this is especially critical since they are competing for the same background interrupt time.

Requirements
• Apple IIGS system
• 1M of system memory or greater
• GS/OS 5.02 or greater
• One 3.5" drive
• "MIDI Synth External ERS" manual

Recommended
• External amplifier/speakers (home stereo, powered monitors, etc.)
• MIDI interface (Apple MIDI, Audio Animator, etc.)
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• MIDI controller (external MIDI keyboard, MIDI guitar, wind controller, etc.)
• Stereo interface c~l.fd (Audio Animator, etc)

Optional
• Reverb or Effects Processor
• MIDI synthesizer, sampler, etc.
• Hard disk

synthLAB will work on all GS models with a Rom version 01 or higher. Like most new
applications these days, you'll need a minimum 1 meg of system ram. If your GS does not have 1
MB on the motherboard, you'll need a 1 meg. expansion card installed.

We don't know why anyone would have a GS with a monochrome monitor, but if you do,
it won't be pretty.

Ifyou're using an older version of GS/OS, then see your dealer for an upgrade to the latest
version.

Audio Output

Unless you're the type who enjoys listening to music through a cheap 25-cent speaker, hook
the GS audio output to an external audio system. Any home stereo or powet:ed monitor speaker
will do. If you're using a home stereo system, you'll need a 1/8"stereo miniplug to phono (RCA)
plug adapter cable to connect your GS to your amplifier. The mini plug goes to the audio output
(headphone) jack on the back ofyour GS or your stereo interface card, while the two phono ends
go to the line or Aux inputs usually on the back of your stereo amplifier (Even though the plugs
are called phono, do NOT plug them into the phono input on your amplifier, you could damage
your speakers if you do).

There are several things you can do to improve the overall quality of sound coming from
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your GS. First, try turning the treb/econtrol on your amplifier down a bit to filter out the "hiss" if
you have a noisy GS or a noisy stereo interface.

Second, both synthLAB and MIDI Synth are designed to be most effective when played in
stereo. By being able to assign each Generator 0/2 of an Instrument) to either stereo channel,
many interesting stereo effects can be created. If you have a stereo interface card, see the owner's
manual for installation instructions.

The author's personal recommendation is Applied Engineering's Audio Annimator. Not
only does this card produce very good quality stereo output, but it has a built-in MIDI interface,
an excellent stereo digitizer and a convenient external control box for all your connections and
level controls. This audio system includes useful software for digitizing and editing your own
sounds, and for recording and playing MIDI sequences.

Finally, if you have a reverb unit or a special effects box, try using it on your GS. You'll be
surprised that byadding a small amount ofreverb will suddenly make your GS sound like a $1,000
professional synthesizer (they all have reverb built-in these days).

Connecting a MIDI Device to synthLAB

Ifyou happen to have one, hook an external MIDIkeyboard up to your GS. Whether you're
creating instruments and sequences, or ifyou just want to play your GS as a synthesizer, you'll get
the most out of synthLAB if you control it thru MIDI.

MIDI Keyboard El
F!!~~!!!!~!!!~5!,~=~M:ID~/lnterf,l-a_c_e__-?!!!!.~~~~o 0 0 000000 0 000000 0

'*

Since synthLAB is both a synthesizer and a sequencer, you can do many useful things with
your GS connected to a MIDI keyboard. As mentioned above, you can simply play your GS as a
synthesizer. Play notes on the keyboard, and your GS will track them by playing selected
instruments. It will even respond to note velocity, pitch-bend and your volume and sustain pedals.
Next, you can record your performances into an eight-track sequencer, recording each track
separately using different instruments. You can save these sequences on disk, building your own
personal library. Finally, you can have synthLAB play your MIDI keyboard. If you run out of
instruments orvoices with synthLAB, you can assign any tracks to output their MIDI data out to your
keyboard.
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When creating instruments, the keyboard gives you more control in defining the various
parameters. You can quickly test your instrument over the complete note and velocityrange. Many
instruments sounddifferent when theyinteractwith othervoices, so you can playchords or octaves
and hear this effect. If the instrument is multi-sampled (different waves for note zones), you can
make sure that the transitions between WaveLists are seamless and that each multi-sample is
balanced correctly with the others.

Since MIDI signals are electrically different from signals that computers use, you'll need to
connect your keyboard through an special MIDI interface. Any Imhz external type of interface
(Apple MIDI for example) or an internal 'card interface (like Applied Engineering's Audio
Animator) will work. Forexample,whenusingtheAppleMIDIinterface,yousimplyplugtheMIDI
cables into one end of the interface which connects to your MIDI keyboard, then plug the other
end into a MIDI port on your GS (Modem or Printer, see diagram below).

Once you
start synthLAB,
you'llneed toenable
the MIDI port. Pull
the "Setup" menu
down and select the
"MID!. .." item. Then
from the dialog box,
click on the MIDIIn
Enablebutton to en
able it (it's the icon
with thearrowpoint
ing into the com
puter). Press a few
notes on the key
board, and you
should hear your GS
play them. Notice
that the "MIDI In"
display on the top
right corner of the
screen lights up for
everyMIDI message
received.

Limitations

Connecting an Apple MIDI interface

When writing any application, you must limit the scope in which you intend to cover, in
order to maintain a realistic schedule. Because of this, all applications have their limitations, and
do not have all the features necessary to meet all user's needs. Just as it's important to know what
an application does, it's also just as important to know what an application will not do.
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• synthLAB is intended to be an instrument editor. It works on banks of 16 instruments at
a time. It does not have any "librarian" features enabling you to move instruments between banks.
This would certainly be useful.

• synthLAB is not a waveform editor. The waves must be created and edited elsewhere. We
at Apple will provide wave files for you to use, but it would be nice if you could sample and edit
your own.

• The sequencer in synthLAB is very limited and lacks many of the editing features found
in more advanced types of sequencers.

• Since synthLAB does not use QuickDraw to draw all images on the video screen, there
are times when it does not know anything about "foreign" windows. Therefor, it can't support
NDA's.

Developers should note that these are limitations ofonlysynthLAB and not the SystemTool,
MIDI Synth. A professional style sequencer can very well be written around MIDI Synth. The
custominterface was the author's personal preference: MIDISynth was designed to work well with
the standard GS Desktop (Windows, Menus, Controls, etc.).
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synthLAB has three basic parts to it: a synthesizer, a sequencer and a MIDI driver. Everything
synthLAB does relates to one of these three parts. Since synthLAB's main purpose is to create
instruments for MIDI Synth, it obviously has controls to manipulate all the parameters defined in
an Instrument Record. To play an instrument, we need the synthesizer, so synthLAB has controls
for that too. And finally, there are controls for the sequencer and the MIDI driver.

File Types

When you use a word processor, you typically load in your text file, manipulate the file by
adding and editing words and sentences to the file, and when you're done, you save this file back
to disk. The word processor creates and manipulates text files. synthLAB is, in many ways, like a
word processor. But instead of working on text files, synthLAB works on instrument files and
sequence files.

An instrument file is a collection of instruments grouped together in what is called an
instrument bank. Each bank has 16 instruments and each instrument is actually an Instrument
Record defining how the sound is built. In other words, a bank is simply a group of 16 Instrument
Records. The instruments in a bank are all related to one another in that they all share the same wave
file. This file contains the actual waveforms used in producing the output sound. synthLAB does
not manipulate the wave file in any way, it only loads it into DOC ram after you load an instrument
file. Once an instrument file is loaded, synthLAB can now edit and/or play anyone of these 16
instruments.

A sequencefile is the data output created by the sequencer. A Sequence File can contain
only one sequence.

NaVigating synthLAB

Since all ofsynthLAB's features can't fit onto asingle screen, the various functions have been
divided up and placed into either separate video screens or grouped inside the menu buttons at
the top of the screen. The three main video screens are called pages, and you can access anyone
of them them by pressing one of the three page buttons.

The left button selects the Sequencer
page. You use this page whenever you wish to
control sequence record or playback. The
middle button selects the WaveList Edit page,
which has controls to change the WaveList
Record parameters. The button on the right, the
Envelope Editpage, selects the controls used to
edit Envelope Record parameters, These last
two pages are used to define Instrument Rec
ords (see "MIDI Synth ERS").

...
Page Buttons
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The menu buttons have functions which are common for all three pages. Things like file
I/O, program setup and instrument selection, are all initiated from these buttons.
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The Sequencerpage can be grouped into three main areas. On the left are the deck controls.
They behave like controls on a typical tape recorder. In-the lower left corner is the tempo control,
which sets the speed or playback rate of the sequence. And finally, the right half of the page has
the track controls. These are eight duplicate sets ofcontrols, one set for each ofthe eight tracks used
by the sequencer.

The Deck Controls

Ifyou're familiar with how to control a tape recorder, then
you should find these controls very straightforward. Play, Stop,
Rec, Fast-Forward, Rewind and Auto-Rewind all work the same
as their tape deck counterparts. They control the basic sequencer
functions. Above the deck control buttons is the position counter,
which shows you where you are in the sequence.

Play
To playa sequence from memory, press the Play button.

It starts at the current location as displayed by the counter. The
sequencer will automatically stop when it reaches the end.

Deck Controls
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Record
Pressing this button will start recording MIDI messages received at the MIDI port. In other

words, ifyou have a keyboard connected to the MIDI port and MIDI is enabled (see "MIDI Setup"),
then synthLAB will start recording everything you play. At the same time it can also play-back
selected tracks while you record. Like the play function, recording starts at the position indicated
by the counter.

Stop
Will immediately halt a play or record process.

Fast-Forward
If you want to advance the the counter forward, then press and hold this button until you

reach the desired position. If you hold this button down while a sequence is playing, then the
tempo will double and stay at that speed until you release the button.

Rewind
This button will advance the position counter backward. Double-clicking this button will

reset the counter to the beginning of the sequence (1:1).

Auto-Rewind
When this button is on, anytime the sequence stops it will automatically rewind to the

beginning of the sequence. Otherwise, if it's off, then it remains at the current location.

Counter Display
The counter shows you the where you are positioned in the sequence. It displays the

position in measures and beats. You can't directly edit the value, you move it forward or backward
by using the deck buttons.

Tempo Control

This control sets the speed in which the sequencer
plays. It sets this speed in units ofhalf-note beats per minute.
If you are used to working with quarter-note beats, then the
quarter-note BPMvalue is twice the half-note value displayed.
For example, when the tempo display shows 60, this is
equivalent to 120 quarter-note beats per measure.

Tempo Control

Track Controls

The synthLAB sequencer is in many ways like an eight-track tape recorder. And like a multi
track tape deck, you can record one track of music at a time, using different instruments or
combinations on each separate track. Then during play-back, you can select any or all of the tracks
you wish to hear. You can play-back selected tracks at the same time that you are recording on
another track. You can even over-dub any track until it sounds right.
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Butunlike atape recorder, you are recording only MIDI messages, and not the actual sound
being heard. When the sequencer plays, it sends these MIDI messages over to the synthesizer,
which ·then reproduces the instruments you recorded in the first place. The advantage over a tape
recorder is that you have the flexibility to experiment and re-orchestrate your sequence even after
your done recording.

The track controls consist of

~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~
track a name, select one track for
recording, enable any or all tracks for Track Controls
play-back and finally, you can force
any track to playa selected instrument.

Track Name
This control lets you reference the track by an entered name. You can put any type ofnotes

or labels in here, which you may find useful. After clicking on the control, you'll get a line-edit type
of dialog box. Type the name you want and click the "Done" button to exit. Up to 15 characters
can be entered.

Track Record
Before you start recording, you have to tell the sequencer which one of the eight tracks it

must record on. This button selects the record track. Note that synthLAB allows you to select only
one track for this at a time. Ifyou change the record track by pressing a new button, synthLAB will
automatically turn the previous selected button off. Pressing a track record button while it's already
on will turn it off, leaving no tracks selected for record.

Recording on a track that already has information on it will overwrite the previous data with
new data.

Track Play
During a play or record process, individual tracks can be turned on or off for play-back by

pressing these buttons. Unlike the track record buttons, any number or combinations of tracks can
be selected for play-back. Clicking on a selected button will turn it off.

Track Channel
With this control, you can force all MIDI messages in the track to playa specific instrument.

Since the sequencer always plays in "multi" mode (see the "ERS"), the channel part of the MIDI
message specifies which one of the 16 instruments to play. This control ma~es all messages in the
track to have one specified channel number, and thus one specified instrument. Channel one plays
instrument number one, channel two plays instrument number two and so on. A channel number
of zero will leave the message alone, letting it play whatever channel or instrument was originally
recorded.
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The reason you have to specify channel number is that it also affects the MIDI data that gets
sent out the MIDI port, if it's enabled. All MIDI data sent out from the track will now be on the
entered channel.

When you click on the button, you'll get a dialog box with a control that lets you change
the channel number. Press the up or down arrow keys to set it to the value you want, then exit.
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..
Gen Select Buttons

The WaveList Edit and Envelope Edit pages are used to edit Instrument Records, which
define the instruments used by MIDI Synth (see "MIDI Synth ERS" for details on Instrument
Records). Remember, each Instrument Record has two Generators (Gen 1 and Gen 2), and each
Generator has one Envelope Record and eight WaveList Records
(WaveList 1-8). If you look at the two Edit pages, you'll notice that
they both have Generator select buttons (Gen 1, Gen 2). You use
this to select which one of the two Generators you wish to work
on. In the Envelope Edit page, it selects one of the two Envelope
Records, while in the WaveList Edit page, this selects which of the
two sets of eight WaveList Records you want. You use the WaveL
ist menu button to further select which specific WaveList to edit
while in the WaveList Edit page.

Since each synthLAB instrument bank has 16 instruments, you first have to select which
instrument you want to edit. The Instrument menu button lets you make this selection. Pull it down
and select the instrument. Next, you select a Generator by clicking one of the Generator select
buttons. Finally, if you are editing a WaveList parameter, you need to select a WaveList from the
WaveList menu button.

Before editing aWaveUst, check theTop Key parameters to make
sure that you have the correct WaveUst selected for the desired
note range. This is the most common mistake that users make
when editing WaveUsts.

To get to any specific Instrument Record parameter, you need to:

1. Select the correct instrument from the Instrument menu.
2. Select one ofthe two Generators with the Gen buttons.
3. IfWs a WaveList parameter, then select the correct WaveList number

from the WaveList menu.

Because there is so much data to edit, this probably sounds confusing at first. Once you start
working with it, this organization will start to make some sense to you.

Screen Keyboard

The two-octave screen keyboard
will play whatever instrument is currently
selected for edit (from the Instrument
menu button). Clicking on the keys will
play them. You can change the keyboard Screen Keyboard
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range and volume from the System Setup menu item found under the Setup menu button on the
top of the screen (see llSetup Menu").

If you click on the keyboard while you're recording a track, synthLAB will record those
notes.
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This page lets you edit Envelope Records (see "MIDI Synth ERS" for information on
Instrument Records). There are two independent envelopes for each instrument, one for Gen 1and
another one for Gen 2. The sliders found on the right set the envelope parameters, while the
buttons on the bottom left control the remaining parameters found in an Envelope Record.

Envelope Sliders

These sliders let you edit the eight envelope segments. The top six sliders set the level
values while the bottom seven sliders set the rates.

Here's a brief summary of the envelope (see "Instrument Records" in the "ERS" for details);

1. Start ramping from zero at Atk rate to Vatk level.
2. Ramp at Dkl rate to VDllevel.
3. Ramp at Dk2 rate to VD2level.
4. Ramp at Dk3 rate to Sus level.
5. Hold at Sus level until "Note Off'.
6. Ramp at Rel1 rate to VRllevel.
7. Ramp at Rel2 rate to VR2level.
8. Ramp at Rel3 rate to a zero level.
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If any level is set to zero, then the envelope ends at that point. The level sliders display 1/
4th the real value. In other words, a level slider value of 25 sets a value of 100 into the Envelope
Record.

Segment Levels

---------
Segment Rates

Velocity Gain

This sets the envelope's sensitivity to MIDI velocity data (see "Instrument Records" in the
"ERS" for details). Note that the Gen 1 control affects the entire instrument; both the Gen 1 enve
lope and the Gen 2 envelope.

Decay Gain

Increases the the Decay rates for higher pitched notes (see "Instrument Records" in the
"ERS" for details).

Pitch Bend

This sets the instrument's sensitivity to MIDI pitch bend data (see "Instrument Records" in
the "ERS" for details). Like Velocity Gain, the Gen 1 control affects the entire instrument; both the
Gen 1 envelope and the Gen 2 envelope.
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This page lets you editWaveList Records (see "MIDISynth ERS" for information on WaveList
Records). There are 16 WaveLists for each instrument, eight for Gen 1 and another eight for Gen
2. Make sure thatyou have the correct WaveList selected from the WaveList menu button whenever
you are editing in this page.

Keep in mind that there are four oscillators for each instrument, two for Gen 1 and two for
Gen 2. The two oscillators (OscA and Osc B) in each generator are independently controlled. Each
oscillator can have its tuning (Octave, Semi and Fine), volume, wave and configuration set from
this page.

Top Key

Each one of the eight WaveLists can be made active to play in only a specific range ofnotes.
This allows you to create "multi-sampled" instruments with a different wavesample for each
WaveList (see WaveList Records in the "ERS" for details), Clicking the Top Key button will display
a dialog box with eight horizontal sliders, one for each WaveList. Remember that the Top Keys are
prioritized in order from 'WaveList 1 to WaveList 8. This means that WaveList 2 starts from where
WaveList 1 ended, WaveList 3 starts from where WaveList 2 ended, and so on.
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Top Key Dialog Box

Oscillator Configuration

The two oscillators in each generator can be set
to anyone of six different modes or configurations
(see WaveUst Records in the "ERS" for details). This is
a verypowerful feature ofMIDISynth since itgives you
great flexibility in controlling how the two oscillators
interact with each other. Clicking on the control will
step to the next configuration (Type 0 thm Type 5).

Wave Select

Holding down the mouse button on either ofthe
two Wave Select controls (Wave A and Wave B) will
produce a pop-up menu of available waves from the
current Wave File.

The convention used by synthLAB to notate the
difference between wave types is to start 'loop' type
wave names with the character "-". For example, ifyou
had two waves titled "Piano" and "-Piano", the wave
"Piano" would be a sampled recording ofa piano attack
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while the wave IC-Piano" would be a single-cycle wave of the piano's sustain and release. The ICPi_
ano" wave should be played with a 'one-shot' configuration and the IC-Piano" wave should be
played with a 'loop' type configuration. In this example, you may want to use Configuration Mode
3with OscA playing the sampled ICPiano" attack and Osc B playing the single-cycle IC_Piano" wave.

Oscillator Tuning

There are several important reasons why you need to independently tune each individual
oscillator. Since sampled waves are dependent on the input and output sampling rate and on the
pitch of the original source, they most probably are not going to play back at the correct pitch. If
you're using multi-sampled sounds, they'll need to be tuned to the correct octave. So the most
obvious use is to tune the waves to the correct pitch. .

Many effects can be created by altering the tuning ratio between different oscillators. Ifyou
fine tune two 1C100p" mode oscillators with a slight difference in pitch, you get an interesting effect
of ICmovement" while the two oscillators slowly beat against each other. When you tune the two
oscillators further apart in pitch, the sound's ICtexture" increases giving a richer and thicker sound.
If you slightly detune two oscillators playing the same sampled sound, you get the familiar
ICphasing" effect.

There are three tuning controls for each oscillator. The Octave control is centered around
a normalized value of3. This means that single-cycle waves will produce the correct pitch (middle
A is 440 hz) when The Octave is set to 3, and both Semi and Fine are set to zero. The Semi control
increases the pitch by semi-tone increments and the Fine control increases the pitch by fractions
of a semi-tone.

Oscillator Volume

These sliders let you set each oscillator's output level. If you want to turn an oscillator off,
set the Volume to zero. Like the Envelope sliders, these sliders display 1/4th the real value set in
the Instrument Record.

There are a couple of points you should keep in mind when you're making instruments.
Since sampled waves usually have a recorded envelope in them, their output volume will sound
lower than single-cycle waves. So ifyou're mixing the two types, you'll usually need to play single
cycle waves at a lower level to get the correct balance.

There's a slight amount of cross-talk between OscA and Osc B. If you're not using One of
the oscillators (zero volume), make sure that you select a wave for the unused oscillator that has
very little high harmonic content (like a sine wave). Also, tune the unused oscillator to a low
frequency. Even though the volume is set to zero, you may still be able to hear the oscillator if its
selected wave is very bright or at a high pitch.
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Well, not really "Apple" but close. Because of its
graphics interface, synthLAB cannot support NDA's CCDA's
still work fine).

This interface is a result ofthe author's personal choice,
and does not reflect on MIDI Synth's compatibility with the "Mac desktop" interface. MIDI Synth
is optimized for speed, so it works well with any desktop/non-desktop interface.

About SynthLAB...

Selecting this item brings up the "player keyboard" dialog box. The "keyboard" will play
whatever sequence is currently in memory. The displayed number on the lower left side of the
dialog box shows the program version number.

About synthLAB... Dialog Box .
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Qock.••

Even ifyou can't use your favorite NDNs, you still have
your clock. This impressive ccsynthLAB NDA" alone is well
worth the price you paid for synthLAB.
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When you save an instrument, synthLAB will
save the name of the current Wave File as part of
the Instrument File. So the next time you load this
Instrument File, the correct Wave File will also
get loaded. The Wave File must be in the same di
rectory as the Instrument File. An error message
will be displayed ifsynthLAB can't find the Wave
File.

Along with the actual sequence information,
Sequence Files also contain the name of the In

strument File used when the Sequence File was saved. When loading the Sequence File, synthLAB
will search the same directory for the Instrument File (along with its Wave File). It's important to
understand that synthLAB does not save the Instrument File when it saves a Sequence File, it only
saves the name of the current Instrument File as part of the Sequence File. If you changed some
instruments and plan on saving themunder a new file name, make sure to save the new Instrument
File first, before saving the sequence. This way the Sequence File will have the name ofyour new
Instrument File, since the sequence will be saved after you gave the Instrument File a new name.
Otherwise synthLAB will still load the old instruments in whenever that sequence gets loaded.

As you can see, synthLAB expects Sequence, Instrument and Wave Files to all be in the same
directory. Loading a Sequence File will automatically cause an Instrument File to be loaded, which
in turn will automatically cause a Wave File to be loaded. If these files are not in the same directory,
you'll have to load them in manually. For example, If your Instrument and Wave Files are in a
different directory from your sequences, after loading in a sequence, you'll get an error message
telling you that synthLAB couldn't find the appropriate Instrument File. This message is useful since
it gives you the name of the Instrument File that goes with the sequence. At this point, you'll have
to select the "Load Instrument. .. " item from the "File" menu and find the correct Instrument File.
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New Sequence

Selecting this item will set the sequencer to default values. This is used if you're making a
new sequence from scratch. Be careful with this selection because it will erase any sequence
currently recorded in memory.

All eight tracks will be given default names CUTrack 1" - «Track 8") and track channels will
be set to 'thm' (0) mode. Track 1 will be set to both record and play with the counter reset to the
first beat (1:1). Finally, all 16 instrument volumes (see "Volumes..." in the menu «Setup" section)
will be set to maximum values.

NewSequence does notaffect the tempo value, metronome, count-off,keystart, beatvalue,
beats per measure and the sequencer clock source. Nor does it affect th"e instruments in any way.

Load Sequence...

After selecting this item, select a Sequence File from the displayed dialog box. The
appropriate instruments and waves will also automatically be loaded along with the sequence.
Remember, synthLAB expects the Instrument and Wave Files used by the sequence to be in the
same directory as the sequence. If they're not, you'll get an error message telling you what file
synthLAB couldn't find.

All the information that was saved (see «Save Sequence...") with the sequence will be
restored when the Sequence File is loaded. Loading a sequence will over-write any current
sequence you may have in memory. So be sure to save your old sequence before loading in a new
one.

synthLAB can't handle sequences which are larger than 128k bytes in size. Ifyou're loading
sequences made by synthLAB, this should not be a problem. If you're importing sequences from
other programs, make sure that they are less than this amount.

Save Sequence...

This item brings up the standard dialog box for saving files. Type in the name of your
Sequence File at the bottom an click on the Save button. Ifyou want synthLAB to automaticallyload
your instruments in the next time you load this sequence, make sure that you save the sequence
in the same directory where the Instrument and Wave Files are located. synthLAB will save the
current Instrument File name along with the sequence, and tries to load these instruments
whenever the sequence is loaded.

Besides saving all the note and MIDI information in your sequence, all track names, track
channel, track play, track record, instrumentvolumes, beatvalue, beats per measure and the tempo
value will also be saved with the sequence (see section «Sequence File Format").
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Import/Export Sequence

These two items are not currently implemented. They may be implemented in a future
version of synthLAB.

Load Instrument...

After selecting this item, select an Instrument File from the displayed dialog box. The
appropriate Wave File will also automatically be loaded along with the instruments. Remember,
synthLAB expects the Wave File to be in the same directory where the Instrument File is located.
If it's not, you'll get an error message telling you the Wave File name synthLAB couldn't find.

Save Instrument. ..

This item brings up a dialog box for saving Instrument Files. Type in the name of your
Instrument File at the bottom an click on the Save button. If you want synthLAB to automatically
load the Wave File in the next time you load these instruments, make sure that you save the
Instrument File in the same directory where the Wave File is located. synthLAB will save the current
Wave File name along with the instruments (see section "Instrument File Format"), and tries to load
this Wave File whenever the instruments are loaded.

Load Waves...

This item can be used to load Wave Files located in different directories from their
Instrument Files. If synthLAB can't find the Wave File when loading instruments, it will display an
error message telling you the name of the Wave File needed. You can then select this menu item
and load the correct Wave File from its directory.

If you load a new Wave File that is different from the one that was used when the
instruments were created, you'll need to redo most of the instrument controls to work with the new
waves. In other words you'll have to build the instruments from scratch.

Quit

Selecting this item will terminate synthLAB and return program control back to the
launching application (usually the Finder). Before selecting this, make sure that you saved any
changed sequence and instruments. If you don't, they'll be gone forever.
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View Sequence...

Selecting this item brings up a
dialog box which shows you infor
mation about the current sequence
in memory. On the right side you'll

see the name of the sequence (actually the name of the last loaded or saved sequence), its length
in bytes and the number of bytes available in the seq buffer. Below this is the name of the current
Instrument File (Bank) and the name of the current Wave File (Wave).

On the left side is a list control which shows you each individual seq item in your sequence
(the scroll thumb does not function in the current version). The left-most value displayed in the
seq item is the time-stamp shown in measure: beat: remainder ticks format. Remember that beats
are based on a value of 96 ticks in a quarter note. So when displaying any seq item that does not
fall on a beat, the remainder field will show the number of ticks past the last beat. If the beat is a
quarter note, then the remainder will have a value between 0 and 95. An eight note beat will have
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MIDI Status Messages

Copy WaveList
Copy Generator
Copy Instrument

remainders between 0 and 47, and so on.

Displayed to the right of the time-stamp, is the channel
number; If you're playing the synthesizer, then this is
also the instrument number.

Finally, the remaining three fields on the right show the
MIDI message and data bytes. The MIDI message status
field is represented by anyone ofthe symbols shown in
the chart. Since only valid data bytes are shown, you
may see one, two or no data bytes following the
message status.

Name Inst. ..

This item lets you modify the name of the instrument
which is currently selected for editing (selected from
the Instrument menu). Up to 15 characters can be
entered as an instrument name.

Selecting anyone of these items will copy the specified parameters into an internal
clipboard. This is used to duplicate the contents of a WaveList, Generator or Instrument. Once the
parameters have been copied into the clipboard, you can then select another WaveList, Generator
or Instrument, and paste those parameters into the new location.

A ((Copy WaveList" selection will only copy the 16 parameters of the selected WaveList.
Copying a Generator will copy one Envelope and eight WaveLists. Finally, when you copy an
Instrument, all parameters from both Generators (both Envelopes and all 16 WaveLists), includ
ing the instrument name, will be placed into the clipboard. The original parameters will not be
affected in any way by this.

Paste

Once a Copy function has been completed, you can use this item to place the contents of
the clipboard into some other location. If the clipboard is empty, this item will be disabled.
Whenever the clipboard has something in it, this item will show you what type of parameters that
are in there. For example, if you copied a WaveList, the Paste item will read '((Paste WaveList".
Selecting the Paste item will over-write the original parameters, so use this carefully.
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MIDI...

synthLAB always starts with MIDI dis
abled. If you have a MIDI interface con
nected to your GS, then you must first enable
and configure the MIDI port from here, be
fore synthLAB can respond to your MIDI
keyboard.

A dialog box is displayed with con
trols for the various MIDI parameters. You
can select the MIDI mode, enable MIDI input
or output, enter the Basic Channel number
and set the velocitycompensationvalue (see
the ((ERS" for details on MIDI parameters).

The top button of the "In/Out Select"
enables or disables the MIDI In function
(note that in the icon, the arrow points IN to
the computer, indicating the direction of MIDI Setup Dialog
MIDI data). When MIDI in is enabled you'll
see the MIDI IN display (top right corner of the screen) become active. This display will light-up
whenever a MIDI message is received at the MIDI port.

The lower button enables or disables the MIDI Out function. If you're not using this
function, then make sure it is off (button is 'out').

If there's a problem with your MIDI setup, you'll get an error dialog instead of the setup
dialog. See Appendix B for configuring MIDI correctly into your system.
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Sequencer...

Selecting this item displays a dialog box that has controls which affect the sequencer
operation. The bottomtwo controls specify the values for measures and beats. The counter display,
metronome and tempo control are all affected by these.

The Metronome
will cause an audible woo
dblock tick to sound on
every beat whenever you
play or record with the
sequencer. When Count
Off is enabled, the se
quencer counts off one
measure before starting to
play or record. You can
force the sequencer to wait
until it receives a MIDInote
off message thru the MIDI
port before it starts playing
or recording by enabling
the Key Start control.

Sequencer Setup Dialog
Normally you use

the Internal clock to advance the sequencer timer. This means that whenever you start the
sequencer, it starts to increment its timer based on the current tempo value. Ifyou need to synchro
nize the sequencer to an external MIDI device (like a drum machine or another sequencer), you
can slave synthLAB thru MIDI byselecting the MIDI Portclock. Note that synthLAB can onlyreceive
MIDI timing clocks, it does not send them. This means that synthLAB can be slave device and not
a master.

Seq OUtput...

With synthLAB (and MIDI Synth), you can specify where to send the output from each track
whenever the sequencer is playing. You can have the sequencer for example, play only the
synthesizer on tracks 1,2 and 5, while playing only a MIDI device on track 4, and have it play both
the synthesizer and the MIDI device on track 3. This sequencer output configuration is mapped
from the dialog box which is displayed whenever this menu item is selected.

Think ofthe sequenceras a boxwith eight audio jacks which can connect to the synthesizer
and eight MIDI ports which can connect to your external MIDI device, one set for each track. This
dialog box has two controls for each track. The left button with the "audio plug" icon connects the
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Sequencer Output Dialog

sequencer track to the synthesizer, while the "MIDI plug" button connects the track to the MIDI
port.

If you're using MIDI output, make sure that the MIDI Out button in the MIDI Setup dialog
is on. This button acts as a master control, enabling or disabling MIDI out globally on all tracks.

System..

This itemlets you adjust the pitch and volume ofthe screen keyboard found on the WaveList
and Envelope pages.

Volume...

The volume level ofeach one ofthe 16 instruments can be adjusted independently from this
dialog box. These controls are intended to be used with the sequencer to balance instrument levels
when playing many instruments together. These settings are saved in the Sequence File, and are
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Volume Setup Dialog

restored whenever you load a sequence.

The SystemVolume control sets the overall output level for the headphone jack on the back
of your GS. It will have no effect on the volume if you're using a stereo interface card (you'll have
to use the volume control on your stereo amplifier).

All Notes Off

This is the equivalent ofthe "panic" button found on some synthesizers used to kill anyhung
notes (notes that never got an off message). Selecting this item will send a 'note off message to all
voices active in the synthesizer.
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Agpendix A

synthLAB File Formats
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File Type: $D6
Aux Type: $0001

Ins~rumentFile - $1600 bytes

Instrument Header - $400 bytes

• not used by synthLAB
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Instrument DefRecord - $120 bytes

Generator 2

Envelope Record - $10 bytes
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WaveList Record - $10 bytes

** Generator 1 value used for both Generators



Wave RefBlock - $200 bytes

Wave Ref- $20 bytes

wave number ... $OO-$3F (see Wave File format)

OscA

OscB

OscA

OscB

Generator 7

Generator 2
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File Type: $D8
Aux Type: $0004

Wave File - $10900 bytes

Wave Header Record - $100 bytes

Wave DefRecord· $20 bytes

• not used by synthLAB

PCM Data - $10000 bytes

·(54k£Wa&~OfDOC.·ram.
~BStBPf.c<?ptl.ln~at1J.p!¢sWitlla.\I~lue.of zero..
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* Wave sizes

s256 equ 0
s512 equ 1
slK equ 2
s2K equ 3
s4K equ 4
s8K equ 5
s16K equ 6
s32K equ 7

WHeader
DC.B 'WAVE' ·,
'DC.W $0100 ·,
DC.W 2048+256 ·,.,
DC.B 'SynthLAB' ;
DS.B 8 ;
DC.W 1 ·,
DS.B 230 ·,

file type
version = 1.00
offset to wave data (256 bytes for header,

2k bytes for Wave Defs)
owner (your application name)
filler (owner field is 16 bytes)
# of valid Wave Defs
free (your app can use this)

WaveStr1
str 'Flute' · name,
DS.B 16-(*-WaveStr1); filler (Wave Name field is 16 bytes)
DC.W $2000 ; DOC ram address
DC.,B 0 · reserved, set to zero,
DC.B s4K · size, 4k bytes,
DC.B 0 · vol- not used,
DC.B 0 · oct- not used,
DC.B 0 · semi- not used,
DC.B 0 · fine- not used,
DS.B 8 · your app can put additional info here,

MPW IIGS Example of Wave File
(Header and Wave Def)

..
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File Type: $D5
Aux Type: $0001

Sequence Header

Sequence Initialization

OutputMap·.
Reserved

Seq Data
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HeadStart
DC.B 'MSEQ' ; file type
DC.W $0100 ; version = 1.00
DC.W HeadEnd-HeadStart ; index to seq data (header size)
str 'SynthLAB' ; owner
DS.B 8 ; filler (owner field is 16 bytes)
str 'Synth.bnk'; instrument
DS.B 7,0 ; filler (instrument field is 16 bytes)
str 'the Demo'
DS.B 8,0 ; filler (track name field is 16 bytes)
str 'Track 2'
DS.B 9,0

•
•
•

str 'Track 16'
DCB.B 8,0

* Seq Initilization

DCB.W 16,127
DCB.W 16,-1

; insert names for Tracks #3 - '#15

; Channel volumes = $7F
; Track channels = 'Thru' mode

DC.W -1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
DC.W 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0; play Track #1 only

;

·,
·,
·,

DC.W 2
DC.W 60
DC.W 4
DC.W 1

DC.W 96

; Record on Track #2
; tempo
; beats/measure
; beat to: (quarter note)
This is used to hilite the "Beat To:" buttons
in the Seq Setup dialog.

Not needed to playa seq with MIDI Synth.
0= half note 1= quarter 2 = 1/8th, etc.

; ticks/beat = quarter note

DCB.W 16,0
DCB.W 16,0

HeadEnd
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; Output map
; reserved

MPW /lGS Seq File Example
(Header and Initialization)



ARpendix B

The MIDI CDEV
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The MIDI CDEVwas created to encourage developers to specify MIDI in a uniform manner
inside their applications. Whenever a user runs a MIDI program for the first time, the user usually
has to input information about their specific MIDI setup through some sort of dialog box. When
they run another MIDI program, they must give that program the exact same information all over
again. The problem occurs when the user changes their MIDI setup. Now they must enter this new
setup into all their MIDI programs, one by one. Another problem is that the user might not
remember exactly what their setup is a year later when they buy a new MIDI program.

With the MIDI CDEV, the user enters their specific MIDI setup only once through the NDA
Control Panel. The MIDI CDEV creates a setup file (Midi.Setup) inside the "Drivers" folder which
contains information about the user's MIDI connection. From there, all MIDI applications can use
the Midi.Setup file to configure themselves.

MIDI driver:
2. From the Finder, select the "Control

Panel" NDA from the Apple Menu. Scroll down
the selection list until you find the icon called
MIDI (shown in Fig. 1 on the left side). With
your mouse, click on it to select it.

1. Copy the file called "MIDI" from the
synthLAB disk to the "CDevs" folder, which is MIDI
found inside the "System" folder on your boot
disk. You have now added a new selection to
the NDA Control Panel called MIDI.

Installing the MIDI CiJEV ~~~O~~~~C~on~t~ro~liP~an~eIl~~~~~
MID I connection:

~:::~~ 0 Printer Port
m~j re-> Modem Port
~::~::: ~
:~~~:: 0 Card Slot:

IIIIII 0102 03 O~
050607

MIDI connection
Ifyou're using an external type ofMIDI interface (Apple MIDi) that

connects to a serial port on the back of your GS, then only select either
the Printer or Modem ports. If you are using an internal card as a MIDI
interface, such as the Applied Engineering Audio Animator, then select
the "Card slot" button and one of the seven slot numbers.

MIDI Driver
The MIDI CDEV scans your "Drivers" folder and displays all of the

MIDI type of driver files it finds there. From this list, you must select the
appropriate driver for your interface. If there are no drivers shown in the
list then consult your MIDI interface manual for instructions.
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Midi.Setup File Format

WORD
WORD
Str[32]
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ExternaVInternal (O,l)
Slot number 0-7)
MIDI Driver file name Pascal string.
(Not a pathname, file name only.
Assumes path of"/System/Driversl)
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